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IHTHODUCTION

Form is the manifestation of a process, Since our sense:
are our only means of perceptlon, then a process to be mani-

fest must necessarlly assume a state that our senses can per•

celve, This state or expression which we can percelve is

its form,
f

‘ “Every process has its neeessary·form which always results

in functional forms, They follow the law of the shorteet die-

; tance between points; cooling occurs only on surfeces exposed to

cooling; pressure only on points of pressure; tension on lines

cf tension; motion creates for itself forms of ovement · for
each energy there is a form of en•rgy„“* The functional form
of anything is the way in which it acts or functions, Every•

thing has many functional forms and these are perpetual1y_

changing, They are constantly being lnfluenced to manifest

themselves in different ways by processes which are in per-

petual change; and these in turn are lnfluenced by other

processes in perpetual change, Functional form at any time
ls the form in which processes menifest themselves and is

the result of all of the changes that have occurcd up to

that time,
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Functional form is related to the time and the environment

in which it acts. This is not only true of natural forms, but

alsg gg man-made forms. Man studies natural forms and tries

to apply them so they will serve his purposes. Sometimes he ·
succeeds in his attempts; sometims he fails. His failure or

success is molded by environmental factors auch as climats,

geographie region, culture, religion, economics, technology,

philosophy, etc. Icarus failed in his attempt to fly because

of the lack of technical knowledge, which in turn was influenced
by economic conditions and the nature of the religions of his

time. The Wright Brothers succeeded because their environment

was with them. People possess qualities which make them differ-

ent from each other. It is the quality of a man's feelings,

of his reason, of his self—awareness, that makes him devote

time and thought in an effort to improve the quality of his

existence. How he accomplishes this depends upon which emo-

qtional plane stimulates him the most. Thus we have the crafts·

,man, the business man, the crook, the theologian, the philoscpher,

and all the other personalities which make up the pattern of

the social fabric. These personalities do not exist independ-

ently of one another or complete within themselves, but rather

they relate to the whole, their qualities overlapping and blend-

ing until the whole is sustained in a balanced design. Each

governs the pattern after creating new powers of expression

and new possibilities of experience, so that man and society
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must once again strive for an equilibrium.
Th1s UEBBBGD cbvioue in he textile industry since the

ldth century. Up until this time, all epinning and weaving
weg done hy hand. It was more than sight spinners could do to

keep ee, weaver occupied. The spinning jenny was introduced
and spun mors thread than could be woven. To make up the gain,
the power loom was invented and cloth was produced in auch great
quantities at auch little expense that the price went down.
As a consequence people could afford more clothes, and the more
clothes they had, the more soiled clothes they eccunulated.
This necessitated the washing machine to handle the larger

number of soiled clothes, and when domestio help became ecerce,
the automatic waeher came into emietence.

In this day the urge toward induatrialiaation ie the very
'li£e~giver' of the times in which we live. Stimulsted by new
ideas and diacoveries, new techniques and new designs come into
being, and these neceseitate new methode of production. The
invention of the gasoline engine, the steam turbine, the turbo·
jet, radio, television, the discovery ot electricity and of

nuclear fiseion, the introduction of laminated materials, new
elloys, plastics, all demand new approaches and changes in

design and production in order that thaaa thinsa ¤¤Ytb¤¤¤fi¤
man. Thus today man ia making a special effort to achieve

balance between his social order end a highly stimnlated tech·
nology. In striving to achieve this balance, progress is made.



AROHITECTURE:
An Evelution Intarpratativa of Tima and Envircanmmt
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“Man is not better trested by nature in his first start

than her other works are; so long as he is unable to ect for
himself es an independent intelligence, she acts for him.

But the very fact that constitutes him a man is that he does

not remain stationary, where nature has paced him, that he

can pass with his reason, retracing the steps nature made him

anticipate, that he can convert work of necessity into one of

free solution, and elevate physical necessity to moral law."*

We are not interested in history es a procession of

chronalogical gvgntgg we are interested in it as a basis for
orieuting our time in time, and in how preceding formularies
of thought and action are the foundations of their successors.

History is the story of time. ·It tells of life as it is being

lived. What interests us most, however, about life is

itsproducts,which are the refleotion of the various intensities
of living at any time.

, A mirror will reflect all that is in front of it. If it

is a true mirror, it will reflect a true image in perspective.

If an imperfect mirror, the image is changed and distorted,

and hears only a vague similarity to what is in front of it.

Man is the mirror. His products are the reflection. Since

men are differently endowed, what they produce is different.

We are looking for the reflection in architecture of the

progress our wn period has made toward a consciousness of
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itself; of its special limitations and potentialities, needs

‘and sims. Architecture can give us an insight into this

process because it is so bound up with the lives of all people.

Everything from fondness for certain shapea, to the approaches

to specific building problems, reflects the conditions of the

age from which they spring. · a
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EGIPTIAN ARCHITECTURE ·

The Egyptiane developed a very refined and monumental

architecture, Their temples and tcmbe are unsurpassed foz·a

serene quality of beauty. This did not spring from the Egyp-
tian mind in one colossal formulary of idea, at once complete

and inseparable, es did Venus from the head of Zeus, It was

the evolution of the Egyptian's attempt to explain his inex-

plicable world,
Conslder the Egyptian*s world: The glacial age had left

North Africa a vast desert, barren and limitless, cut through

by a narrow fargilg Valley following the meanderings of a wind-
ing river, No gently rolling hills or purple mountains broke

the monotony; only the abstract infinity of horizontal space,

the brilliant sun with its oppressive heat, the restless sand,

ominous and full of mystery, and a luxuriant, green valley,

pfull cf grain, birds, flowers, trees and people - a gift of the

sun and the river,
Nomads gathered about the small desert springe called

cases, or migrated to the shores of the Nile River, Settlements

grew up, animals were tamed and grain was planted, Tiny states

began to emerge and slowly coallesced into the two great kingdoms

of Upper and Lower Egypt, which were finally united by the

supreme Pharcah, Mensa,



The two most dominant forces in the Egyptian's life were
the sun and the Nile River. The sun was envisaged as the god
Re, who by day sailed across the sky in his golden ship, and
who by night returned to the east by the river of the underworld.
In the annual rise of the Nile, the Egyp„ian saw the resurrec—

tion of the god Osiris, who after a tragic earthly life and death
became the god of the dead. And just as Osiris entered upon a

new existence in another world, and just as nature, with the

rise of the Nile, burst into new life, so, to every Egyptian

lay open the opportunity for a similar experience of revived
life after death.

It was not until Egypt became a strong united kingdom

under Menes, that we find it produced any specific form cf
architecture. The pyramids were the first great form and it

is easy to see why. The Egyptians believed that the life of

the departed went to some distant region, far from the tomb

where the body lay, yet they were never able to detach the

future life entirely from the body. It is evident that they
could conceive of no survival of the dead without it. Gradually
therefore, they developed a more and more,pretetious and a

safer repository for their dead. At first a royal tomb was

merely a chamberlike cellar in the ground, covered with a flat

roof at about ground level. Un this roof was raised a mound

of sand and gravel as the king's monument. These mounds were
later constructed of sunedried brick, and when copper and metals
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were discovered and more adequete cutting tools could be made,
then these monde were built of sone. In the 30th century„
B.C., the royal srchttect Imhotep created the first erchit•c·
ture in stone. Re built for hie king, Zoeer, a stone pyramid.
Around his great tomb he erected s wonderful group of beautiful
buildings, of llmeetone masoury, including two more tombs of
the royal family. The fronts of these tombs were adorned with
stone piers so grecefully fluted that they looked like the elondsr
Grggk columns of twenty•five hundred years later. The pyramide
were massive structures of huge etones, cut, transported, and
put together by slave labor• They were so snormous and stalwart
that they could not be covered or changd by the reetlese sende.
They were mountains in a flat country. They were mass in ab-
stract epaciousness. The form of pyramid tomb exieted for the
next 500 years, until about 2500 B.C. and became the eacred
symbol of the sungod.

During the last hundred years of the pyranid age, the
pheroehs gradually lost their power to the noblee. The children
of Israel had been delivered end had long since fled. There was
no one to do the work. For the next 800 years Egypt was oaught
up in a feudel system, and although it still had kluge, the
power was divided among the nobles ruling over small feudal
holdinge cf their own. Egypt experienced very uneettled times.

But great thinkers arose out of this uneertainty and were
daaply agiyred es they looked out over the deeertod tomba of ‘
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their ancestors and contemplated the futility of the eolbssal

pyramid cemetery which lay in silent desolation along the hori-

son. A new concept of religion was born. Man found himself

rising from a struggle with purely material and physical things

to higher conquests in the realm of moral values. The focal

· point of his religion changed from life after death, to his

life on this earth, and toward making himself a more righteous

man. His energies were expounded in scientific studies of p
mathematics, astronomy, anatomy, and agriculture. His great

affortg in construction were a canal from the Red Sea to the

Nile River and a vast irrigation system and dikes to control

the river. The only architectural remains of this age are the

tombs of the kings and nobles excavated from the rock cliffs

along the Nile. These tombs were merely rooms carved out of

the rock and adorned in front with columns and sculpture.

They showed little architectural progress from the pyramid age.

When the feudal system eollapsed and Egypt was united

again, power was restored to the kinge. Egypt began a series

of conquests which united many different governments under the

Egyptian government. This empire finally extended from the

Euphrates in the north, to the fourth cataract of the Nile in

the south. Now the·kings began to build tamples for their own

glorification. These temples were patterned after the earlier

tomb templee of the pyramid age, and on the walls and eolumns
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of these tamples were depicted in glorious color the conquests ·
ef the kings and their great deeds in war. The temple became
a monument to conquest rather than a haven for the soul as it
had been in the pyramid age, with the centralisation of power
and wealth, with the riches and slaves of conquests, massive
stone structures again came into existence, The best example
of this architecture is the temple of Karuak at Thebes, In
these structures we see great stridee in architecture; the
clerestory window, the H&VQ, the rocf supported by like columns
arranged symetrically row on row, These temples were the foun·
dation for forms of western architecture that exist even to
this day, s g
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JAPANESE ARCHITECTURE

we know very little of the origin of Japanese architecture,

Up until the 8th century A,D,, we have little record of their

culture, The Japanese people came from two stecke, the Chinese

who migrated from the mainland, and the Malayan peoples who

came from close by Pacific islands, These two groups brought

with them cultures that through generations

into the culture most prevalent in Japan today,

The islands of Japan were created by underwater earth—

quakes and volcanic eruptions, that through the centuries pro~

truded above the ocean*s surface and formed a chain of islands,

These islands are mountainous and unstable, even now being

subject to voloanie eruptions, earthquakes, and tidal waves,

The largest and most central island of Honshu became the most

imnortant of tnc group, and it is there that we find the Japan·

ooo culture developed, In the earliest written Japanese texts,

compiled in the 8th century A,D., we find a culture that was

characterized by agricultural, hunting and fishing communities,

most of the people preliterate, and their tools,copied after

those of the Chinese, included the how and arrow, swords and

knives of iron, the fire drill, a weaving shuttle, the sickle,

the pestle and mortar, and the quern, Houses of this period

bear resemblances to structures in Malaysia, being constructed
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of wood with thatched roofs. Religious beliefs and practices
included elements similar to those of both Northeast Asia and
Malaysia, many spirits of the woods, the rivers and the sea,

and mediums who were frequently women. For the next soo years,
from 800 · 1600 A.D., we find the Japanese culture taking shape.
Japan was progressing from scattered farming communities to a

more centralized and unified form of government, modeled after

the Chinese. Their culture assumed a more definite form under

a brilliant court epoch in which the arts flourished. It was

during this period from 800 to 900 A.D. that Buddhism, Shintoism,
and Taoism were introduced. These religions and philosophies
regulated the whole social and cultural structure of the Japanese
people. They set up certain rituals and fonns that governed

‘every act. Thus Japan went on from gs¤e}e¤1¤¤ to generation

dchanging scarcely at all. —
C

For the next 500 years, while the western world grew smug

ln the art of contrivance, Japan was ennobled in the pleasant

art of "just being in che world". Their whole life was wrapped

up in the appreciation of the aesthetlc nature of things.

Material things were of small consequenco aß bhs JäP¤¤@8¢
purpose was beauty, perfection, harmony, simplicity and right—
nass. This very concept of existence was reflected in their

~architecture. ä
”

The two greatest influences on Japanese architecture were

the thatehed hut and the culture brought from China. The form
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of the houses and public buildings closely resembled the
thatched hut. Like the thatched hut they had peaked roofs
and wooden supports with walls woven of bamboo. Eventually
the edges of the roof were turned up as on the pagodas, to t

ward off evil spirits who might slide down the roof and try J

to enter the buildings. The bamboo walls became walls of
paper when paper was introduced from China, and soon the walls A

‘ themselves became paper screens that slidßback and forth between

the rooms and between the outer walls and the out•of-doors.
These screens could slide back and join two rooms to make a
larger one or they could slide back and expose the out·of—doors

and make it a part of the house. Nature worship or apprecia·

tion was and still is the great force in Japanese thought.
Nature worship came to Japan from the Malaysia islands and in

this period when Chinese culture so influenced Japanese culture,

the writings of the great philosopher, Loatse, which had just

been discovered, were brought to Japan. Loatse encouraged the
appreciation of cne•s surroundings and with all the majesty and

beauty of the mountainous country around them, the Japanese

absorbed Loatse's writings into their lives. This philosophy

was called Taoism.
The coexistenoe of the relative and the absolute in the

mundane existence of everyday life is the essence of the Taoist

philosophy. This idea is well exemplified in the allegory of
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the Three Vinegar Tasters. A Buddhist, a Gonfucian, and a
Taoist stood before a large jar of vinegar. Each dipped in
his finger and tested it. The matter of fact Confucian found
it sour, the pessimistic Buddhist called it bitter, and the
piquant Taoist pronounced it Sweet. Äccording to the Taoist,
"It*s just all in how you look at

it."r
The Taoists believe

that if all the people in the world would just relax and enjoy
the other people and the beauty of their natural surroundings,
life would be more worth—while. They also claimed that only
in a Vacuum did the truly essential exist. The reality of a
room, for instance, existed in the space enclosed by the roof
and walls, not in the roof and walls themselves. The useful—
ness of a water glass is in the empty space where water might be
put, not in the shape or kind of glass. This idea is true when
two people get married; both individuals have an emptiness which
the other rushes in to fill, creating a beautiful bond. In the
arts, the importance of the same principle is illustrated by
leaving something uneaid in a painting or any work of art, a
Vacuum, an empty place, into which the beholder may enter and
fill to the full measure of his aesthetic emotione.

To the unappreciative eye, the Japanese method of building
with tile, wood, paper, and bamboo does not seem to be building,
much less architecture. The Japanese house is nothing more
than a cottage whether large or small. Its impression is one

of refined poverty with much thought end emphasis on harmony
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and simplicity. The Taoist philosophy puts more stress upon
the process through which perfection is sought than upon the
perfection itself. Real beauty is found only by one who men-
tally completes the incompletc. In the Japanese house it is
left for the person to complete the total effect in relation
to himself. The houses and buildings were so designed and
plaoed as to harmonize with a landscape garden, itself the
product of the most conscious artifice. The house and garden
together formed an integral whole, and the shape of the struc-
ture was of no greater importance than the distribution of rocks,
trees, ponds, and flowers. As for its beauty, it relies upon
a harmony and a delicacy of proportion that because of its very
rightness, leaves no impression upon the careless observer.

Two kindg of architecture have been discussed here: y
Egyptian at one extreme and Japanese at the other. Two kinds

from the many different kinds. They are all different and they
all express something. Japanese and Egyptian architecture were
selected because they are so different. Two entlrely different

A
conceptions: The Egyptian, that of building; the Japanese, that
of fancy. which is right? Both are right. Both express what
they are — highly refined expressions of architecture.
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AMERICAN ARCHITECTURE p

The two most popular types of architecture in Amßrißß

today are very different in their outward appearance, yet

similar in that both are symbolie of the age of their creation.

The two types are the colonial and the modern, or contemporary.

Ever since the restoration of Williamsburg and the tourist treks

to other colonial shrinee, much of today'e building has imitated

colonial architecture in modified form. The housing develop- g

mente going up today ars columned, porticoed, and pedimented.

Georgien grchitecture_;g Virggnia
In oolonial days, settlers coming to Virginia did not

transform their personalities the moment their feet touched

the earth of the New World; they were still English, Dutch,

French, Spanish. They found nothing but the pulse of a virgin

wildernees and the native Indians, some friendly and some not.

They were not used to the ways of the wilderness and had little

love for it. At first they were nostalgic; what they saw and

heard had value to them only because it reminded them of home.

After the hard years of living in huts and dugouts was over,

the settlers had grown more used to their new land, and when

they really began to build, their houses were petterned after

those of Europe.
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By the middle of the 18th century, trade with Europe

became well established and money began to flow into the

colonies. For·decades the colonist had longed for his native

land, but had not been able to express his longing because of

his lack of funds. Now with money coming in regularly from

the tobacco and raw products he sold to Europe, he bogen to

imitate his native land in his dress, his manners, and his

architecture. He aspired to build for himself a house that

would reflect a life of well being and dignity like those of

the European arietocracy. Complete care was given every

feature, for it was necessary that he feel at home among things

he knew and loved in the strange new world. So with the aid of

an architect and tha·üetest building manuals from abroad, he
drew up plans for his house, adopting the late Renaissance or

Georgian style of architecture so popular in Europe. Georgien

architecture translated into the colonial idiom had a native

vitality which was frequently more effective than its over~

elegant European prototype. _ ’

It was still artifice, but a “polite“ artifice. Life in
the colonies was fresher than that in Europe, and borne by the
freedom and vitality of the New World, the colonists were apt

to forgc som of the cliohes of European thought, and find

principles of their own. They clung, however, to the main fea·

tures of Georgien architecture: symmetry, the dcor„as the focal
point with windows of equal size ranging at equal intervals
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left and right, the facade, the dormer window, the formal approach,
the palace type.

With the great virgin forests close at hand, one would
think that the colonists would have built entirely of wood, but
they turned more to brick es the chief building material. The

8a„i„g of wooden boards was still a slow, tedious process and
nails were often scarce. Good deposits of trick cley were often
found on the plentations, and labor being cheap, the master
manufactured brick on hie own land. Brick too, had a more
permanent quality, and to the mind of the settler was more
dignified than wood.

The Georgien coloniel house rarely stood alone. It gen—

erelly had no back, but two fronts; the living front where the
family could enjoy the out—of·doors privacy, and the entrance
front where the guests were received. To create these free
areas and to create e symmetrical whole, the out•buildings were
pushed to either side of the house, frequently with the large
kitchen connected et one side and the weaving end spinning room
connected on the other. At one end of the house we find the
well house, the ice house, the house servents quarters, the tei—
lor shop, the smoke house, and houses devoted to other domestic

activities. At the opposite end, and at a littl° d1¤¤s¤¤¤. Was

a gimjlap gpgup ggmpqagd Gf the GOBCH HGUSS, the stables alld

barns, the carpenter's shop and quarters for the servants who
attended to these and other out·of·door duties. The—planta-
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tions were like little villages — each part integrated into
the self—sustaining whole. This, then, was the life of ease,
of dignity, befitting the wealthy landowners of the colonial
days. It was supported by the fertile Virginia land and cheaplabor. I
I_gi_gQ_9__r_x_; Architegtgg

The industrial revolution has developed new materials:
rolled steel, plate glass, pre·stressed and reinforced con-

crats, which require new methods of production; machines
instead of hand tools. The problem now is to use these materials
and machines as capably as our predecessors used the limited
means at their disposal. Today new building forms can be pro-

duced; roofs supported en reinforced concrete arches and
cantilevers which seem to discount the law of gravity.

It appears that the best architect is the one who knows
best the contemporary resources and who can understand their
possibilities most completely. One would think that the pre·

sent scientific and technical information would speed the
application of the potentialities at hand. This is an illusion.

“The total form and ordinance of our houses era not implied in
the evolution of building techniques or concepts of planning.
They do not proceed from these msrely; they cannot be imagined
wholly from these premises. In the hearts of the people at
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least, they are relevant to somthing very faz beyond science

and the uses of sciencet*
E

There is a tendency to look at modern architecture through

the lens of current architectural trends; to see in it only

its modern aspect. This tendency is inclined to be shortsighted

and is not concerned with feeling or the ability to feel. To

look at modern architecture as something special, self·contained

and complete; immune to all preconceptione end ideas, is to

demote it es a part of life. lt gains people nothing for the

architect to design ”modern“ architecture. Absolutely nothing

is gaincd, for example, if an architect designs a building, say

in the manner of Mies vonder Rohe or Frank Lloyd Wright, simply

bgcauge they are ”modarn“, without first understanding the
original principles and concepts which cause these man to de·

sign as they do. When the architect understands these principles
_ and concepts, he finds that he can interpret for himself.

Modern architecture, then, loses its meaning as “modern” and is

promoted to the realm of architecture.
Modern architecture is very new. As is true of everything

new and worth—while, it suffers a great deal from being mis•

understood. lt is often looked upon es a vegue, es new style

building which will be fbllowed by another style.
There have been styles: the Egyptian, the Greek, the Ronan,

the Gothic, the Japanese, the Georgien; How we have the modern y
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or creative style in architecture. This creative style owes

very little of its form to any architectural period in history.

However, it is very similar, for example, to the Georgien Colo-

nial Period in that it is a people*s architecture for the people,

using the materials, tools, and skills at hand, endeavoring to

find new expressions for the feelings of the period.
If' it would be possible to place a Georgien Colonial house

and a modern house side by side, each in correct relation to its

time, they would actually be very similar. Both express what

they must. Both express the time·environme¤t in which they exist.

If William Byrd had lived in the twentieth century, Westover

in form and appearance would be very different from the Westover

actually built by William Byrd. But, each in relationship to its

environment are very similar. If a survey was made and Westover

was reproduced today, except in form and appearence, it would

bear little similarity to the original Westover. It would'be

a beautiful expression of eighteenth century architecture.

As something to enjoy and understand it would be very useful,

but as a manifestation cf a way of living today it would be

anachronistic.
4
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The writer has endeevored to design a westover for
William Byrd of the 20th Century. The house is to be built
of native limestone on a low promontory in central Virginia*s
rolling landscape.

The family consists of the Mr. Byrd and his wife, his
sister•in-law, two boys and one girl, all grown, and the cock.
All the members of the family have interests in some form or
all forms of art and have very decided opinions on the matter.
Although their personalities are very different, they live
happily together. They aeldom entertain away from home, feel-
ing that the home atmosphere is more congenial to their

temperaments and those of their guests.

The house consists of four bedroems, music room, library,
and dining and living areas. To tese have been added garage,
heating room, modern kitchen and baths, and cubage for storage.

The writer has tried to assemble these elements in such a

way that the family may find some rapport between themselves
and a way to live in the 20th Century. He has tried to design

a house which would manifest itself in ideale of love, beauty,
understanding, happiness and peace — ideale which exist in
every life and in every age and which are so hard to have;

ideale related to and integrated with the methods and techni—

ques of the age. whether he has sucoeeded or not ie not the

question — The question is the question.
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**Rou¤d“ house: A 20th Century wasucver
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*'Round** house: Aerial view of automobile and
service front
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"Round” house: Aerial view of bedroom front
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”Round" house: View of living front
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”Rouud" heuee: View of living freut
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'*Round¤ house: View fmm the ucrthwest
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"R0ur1d“ house: View cf living area
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